
CLR Grease Guns
Transparent Lubrication –
Quick & Easy

CLR grease guns can
be used with standard
grease cartridges or
they can be bulk filled
from drums.

CLR "Clear" Grease Guns with Transparent Tube
Offer Several Advantages:

• Easy, quick and safe lubricant or cartridge indentification
• Visual level control when bulk filling from drums
• Visual confirmation of contamination and air pockets
• Sturdy tube maintains its shape
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Do you use different types of lubricant for your
daily maintenance tasks?

With the transparent CLR grease guns you can see
and identify that you are using the correct lubricant
for the job - now that's reassuring!

Different usages of high-value lubricants for varying
applications, bearings, machines and vehicles requires
that the lubricants are easily identifiable and that they
can be kept separate from each other.

The CLR grease guns provide a visual identification
that assists in eliminating the risk. As a result, the danger
of mixing incompatible greases in applications is greatly
reduced. Also the likelihood of accidentally using the
wrong grease for the job is minimized.

Not all lubricants are the same

Are plastic tubes strong enough for the job?

Traditional grease guns with steel tubes are easily 
subjected to damage and denting. The result is that grease 
leaks past the follower.

The high strength clear tube made from Polycarbonate and 
aluminum adapters create one of the most durable tube 
assemblies in the industry.

The CLR "Clear" Grease Guns Stay in Form!

Various Models 

CLR Grease Guns

1134CLR Single-hand Deluxe

Extra-heavy-duty pistol grip. Comes with filling and vent valve, 
high-pressure hose, rigid extension and hydraulic coupler

1142CLR Standard Grease Gun 

Sturdy and precise grease gun with smooth acting lever grip
1 ccm/stroke
Complete with rigid extension and hydraulic coupler

1148CLR Deluxe Grease Gun

Same as 1142CLR, with handle grip and filling and vent valve

1163CLR Pneumatic Grease Gun 

Continuous cycling pneumatic grease gun
Air operating range: 3-10 bar
Pressure ratio: 40:1
Comes with high-pressure flex hose and hydraulic coupler

CLR Conversion Kit

1100CLR Transparent Tube

As a spare or to convert your LINCOLN grease guns
(except LINCOLN #1134)

1107CLR Transparent Tube

Suitable for LINCOLN #1134 and other common brands


